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Tren years ago Robert Jeffrey admonished members of the Speech Communica-

tion Association for failing to support the "one thread that binds together &he

associ-ationa dedication to free and responsible speech."' Although speaking

frbm a Watergate- induced perspective; Jeffrey broached a persistent question

among speech communication educators: should we--and if so, how shoUld we--

teach ethics in the communication course? The question endures because, as

Richard Johannesen notes; ."Potential ethical issues inhere in any human com-

munication transaction;
,2 This inherent relationship suggests that all facets

of communication instuction; including non-traditional forms, require ethical

attention. Thi's paper examines one such form of instruction, the communication

workshop, and its implicit assumptions; in light of ethical considerations.

"Communication workshop" refers to the public-service oriented cburse that.

civic organizations; service clubs; and political groups often request from pro-

fessional educators; and for which the instructors are seldom monetarily compen-
.

.

.

sated. It is generally a short-term trai,ning and development program directed

r ,
1

toward a-specific group and dealing with a specific topic. This essay will fo-

cus on.the communication workshop which emphasizes public speaking skill , al-

though the conclusions are certainly applicable to other types of communication

workshops:

ContraSting the communication workshop with typical classroom i struction

will help to iliaustrate the unique properties of the workshopyxperience. We

hope to demonstrate that although the forms of the workshop and the classroom

differ, the content and fundamental goals do not. The major difference between



them is that certain key characteristics of the workshop constrain the ways in

which the to her may achieve his/her teaching goals. This paper seeks to ex-

amine these constraints and,to suggest ways to integrate ethical concerns with-

in the workshop;

'The'pub 's desire in recent years for self-improvement has fueled the

opportunity offer workshops; Waldo Braden observes; "The skilled persuader

and his teacher are more in demand today than ever before."3 Viewing the prag-
.

matic skills that; communication education offers, AMericans seem ready and will=

ing to embrace the communication workshop; which is generally offered by members

of higher education; Universities apparently desire greater connection with. the

public anclare strivin o eliminate the lingering vestiges of the ivory tower.

Instructors in state-supported institutions haVe become especially active in

demonstratingthe benefits that higher education can provide outside the class-
'

room: Although,public.servicerequirements f(ir tenure and. promotion are often

fulfilled by service to the academic discipline, tiiis clear that the communi-
.

-
cation workshop offers a useful and popular service to the community. Thus; we

witness more of our colleagues willingly taking their skills to the public. As
#

a result; universities and zolleges are beginning to grapple with the reward

structure for community service, illustrated by the example of one major uni-

versity which recently passed a resolution calling for "greaterincentives and

.

rewards for high quality faculty participation as- resource persons-in.pniversity=

sponsored continuing education and public service actiyities."
4
_The workshop and

the continuing education course benefit the institution by generating goodwill

toward the institution and by attracting non-traditional students to the campus,.

Moreover, as The Journal of iHigher Education reports; public service teaching

provides numerous pedagogical rewards to the college teacher; including the "de-
,

velopMent of new instructional approaches that may'also benefit on-campus teaeh-

.5
ing.



130fOre discussing works* constraints; let us examine briefly the issue

Of "ethical communication" and its place in a teacher'S ethical code. If the

general goal of education is to facilitate a search for "truth" concerning vari-

ous social and scientific aspects of our librld and cultures; then eddcators must

pay particular attention to the truth-seeking method usedWhi-ch is often rhet-

oric, or communlotion. We cannot learn except through communication, and thus

we should be very conscious of its use. This caveat especially applies to sbort-

term, one-time only workshop instructors. Many participants have this as their

only contact with the speech field; and we shoOld teach our craft with special

care to those who wisAT'to utilize specific SkillS. Jeffrey and others claim

that we shouTd.be Aedicated to "free and reSponSible speech," so we must pay'

particular attention-to the contacts we haVe with people who seek instruction

from us. Karl Wallace-suggests that "there are ethical standards which should

control any situation:in which speaker and writer endeavor to inform and influ-

ence others." He explains that ethital rhetbrit "respects the means more than

the end;" demonstrates a."profound faith in 'equality of dpportuaity;" includes

a "belief in [restrained and responsible] freedbm," and assumes that "every per-

son is capable of understanding the nature of democracy.:,'

Wallace, likemany others; avoids the almost impossible task of defining

-"ethics," but rather.iS more concerned with the places where ethics might be

found. Webster's defines "ethiti"; as the "study of standards of conduct and

moral judgment;" and 'flethital" as "COnforming.to moral standards."7, tk major

prOblem in defining "ethitt" is that one can often do so only by referring to

a specifie code of ethitS and by specifying what is and is not moral behavior.

, .

When. a specific code becoMeS the basis for "correct" definitions, then other

codes become non - ethical'.; BUt because culture and context often play an im-
.

portant. part in deterMining right and wrong in a_given situation, our intent
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is not to establish a specific code of ethics or morals for speech communica-

tion. professionals; Rather, we argue that speech educdtors ought to consider

what might be included in ethical communication guidelines. Id fatilitate this

discussion, we also suggest a "place" for ethics: eth.(cat eommueation dem-

oustqates a desvte 4on the good c'4 are those lnvoi'ved 4H the comLdn,teation

plOCC55; Aatheil than just the pmsonaf gai oti the .speaker ohi, the good o3 the

eitenet; Although somewhat ambiguous, this definition allows the greatest

freedom in advancing the claims of this paper. The definition's primary impli-

cation for us is that a workshop presenter must ask him/herself: "What will I

gain from this experience and what will the group members gain? What must I

do to insure tha we all benefit from this eXperience?Vhis definition does

not place personal gain against societal gain, but allows both the individual

society to benefit. It does not mandate certain components of an ethical

code; but instead presents a standard that components of any ethical code must

meet; and thus allows for cultural and contextual variations.

The balance of this paper will address two related issues. First:con an

instructor teach ethical communication as part of the workshop, and if so, how?

Although it might be only minimal, the instructor's personal awareness; enlight-

ened behavior, and workshop focus can help mitigate the problem of ignoring ethi-

cal considerations altogether. The second issue asks, what personal ethical con-

cerns should the instructor have? The instructor should be aware ofthe use to

Whith his/her instruction eight be put; and should be very conscious of what

hisYher own ethical code of communication entails. These issues will be anal-

yzed by focusing on the: gOols and assumptions implicit in presenting a work-

shop, the problems created by these assumptions; and ways in which ethical

guidelines (regardless of the level) might help to alleviate the problems;

The communication instructor needs to guard against being manipulated by

the public perception of what constitutes "good communication practices.'L.-
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Braden observes that many individuals perceive the communication course as

"snake oil; a short course in tricks--short cuts to success," tie concludes

that "finding short cuts to problems of communication is a persistent theme in

our society.;" ranging from the worlds of business; to education; all the way tQ

religion.
8 Moreover; this tendency is not isolated to a small segment of our

society who plead ignorance of ethical standards; -A review of :public percep-.

ns suggests that communication continues ta be regarded by some as a series

t cuts; A recent "On the Job" column; published.in the Business;sectiion

e tosAngtiesTimes, told neaders°that thrdugh public speaking, many peo-

ave made their reputations - -and careers" by win n4 Audience "respect,

ti

m, and applause.
.9 A.Chicago marketing executive, echoing Braden's de-

acr ion Of snake-oil, advised potential public speakers to "try dropping a.

pen it o sdmething" as an ''ice-breakeri" and suggested that playing with rings

10
(jewelry_ "helps me work through my nervousness.

.
Sandy Linver; an Atlanta-

Ni
based consultant; represents one of the most successful advocates of the

"speak, success" school; In ah interview with the Washington Post; Liriver

decried the fact that many "speechmak rs spend 90 percent of preparation on con-

tenti" and tatively little time on tters of style and delivery. She argues.

the successful communicator emerges when the "audience feels you are talking to

them;"when ."the words are coming from your gut." To improve spea g success,

she uggests a number of tips'on-the proper set-up prior to speaking, voice at.-

tendon; the use of pauses; proper brgathjng techniques; and others. The result

,effective speechmaking; she concludes, 4s that "speaking gill hurry you

along the road toward recognition.!
1

As these examples demonstrate; Wallace's

warning has Men confirMed. Nearly three decades ago, he argued, "Communica-

don is in danger ofkbeing regarded as merely an art of personal success and

of being forgotten as the indispensible art of social persuasiOn."12 Clearly;

the danger has not passed.
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-I- A major problem confronting the'coMMUnication instructor,"therefore, is how

I(t.o counter the "bottom -line" mentality in .America that mandates "effective-

is the ultimate 660- of- communication.. One solution lies in advocating

- -

a balanced view-of the eds andlgeans of communication. "Our interest is the
. ,

.

nature and effectiveness of the discourse process," aigs Johannesen,'"should

6

not outstripeUr concern for the ethical re of,distourse."13 Implementing such

" 8alance through ethical guidelines comes more difficult in practice. To

better appreciate some of the ways in which the speech teacher may integrate

ethics into a program of instruction, some of the inherent difficulties Pres-

ented in the workshq0 situation must be recognized. Such a recognition is an

important step cin finding a way to solve the dilemmas of teaching effective and

ethiCal communication skills.

Economic considerations aside, two assumptions are implicit when a short

seminar is suggested or requested. The?e assumptions in turn giveorise to two

problems. In both cases, the form of the communication workshop presents sig-

nificant obstacles to the teaching of communication skills; Even a lengthy course

that lasts three or four hours places the instructor at a severe disadvantage.

The first assumption suggests that a single authority; with little or no know-

ledpe of group membership; can determine and teach the skills group members need
Fr

to be effective coMmunicators; The factor may lead the instructor to minimize the

different needs and s4tills of 'participants and foster a.generic communication
5

seminar that,treats health professionals, social workers, and businesspersons

as equals with the college freshman; The instructor condensing a semester-length

course.into a few Aurs may find that the short time frame leads to overstate-

ment and hasty generalizations. The teacher who promises to provide.a thorough i

understanding of c unication behavior in a few hours may be forced to provide

a mechanical; pres riptive theory of human communication which stresses "winning"

strategies at the expense of a thorough understanding.
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The second assumption, 'suqqests that the material presented the work-

stilop enhances and improves participant skills. ;Selecting content for ,such a

Althaqh the inttructor may'makelimited forum; however;Ipresents di

a concerted effort to focug upon ethical considerations; the emphaSiS oh getting

to the "main': aspect of the workshop--improved'skills--:'Works to minimize the

presentation ofiethical standards; At best, theTe may only be tiMe:,tb tell the

participants that they-shOuld think about ethics'; at worst; the subject is

-nored., Proper discussion of communication and ethics requires. time to discuss

I
ethical perspecives and application to communication practices. Even when

the .instrUctor%ificludes a discussion of ethics in the workthOpi geciding which

perspective to use is problematic.. How does one diStuss ethical values in a

non-threatening anner? Howwill a group of professionals seeking communication

skills.react to a ist of ethical guidelines? The instructOr has no easy task

in answering such questions, if:indeed s/he even qonsidert theM. In fact,.

.

ethics are sometimes ignored in s

resists scholarlY`detachment;
14

vituations simply bedUSO the subject matter

The key difference between the classroom and the workthop, and the_difz--

ference which gives rise to the problems just AiscUSSed,. is chat of time. In

the workshop, the instructor doeS not have the opporturiity to monitor the effects

ofhis/herinstruction;Inbotwsituationse -the teacher hopes to enhance Stu-

dent communiVajtion skills but here the similarity ends. The Classroom teacher

has the time and opportunity to examine student 'performance and understanding

through a test or speaking assignment, and work as a counter-active influence

to ineffective,, distasteful, or unethital prattiCOS. The ClaSsroom teachpri

also employs a number of communication modelsi_ ROUding the speeches of

other siludents; which illustrate the practice of communication theory pre-

sented in class I tures, More ihibOrta.hti tik classroom teacher leas a means



Of sanctioning unethical behaViOr; the student who Misinterprets pr ignores

the lesson and displays unethical behavior can be.penalized by grade redUttiOn.

Oh the other hand; the workshq offers little occasion to test learningi.and

no time to_ modify unethical practices

TO this point, we have asked questions and discussed the problems that

seem td'arise in onducting a communication workshop. The final section of

the paper will pr sent some possibleUtions. Returning to the first issue,

can an instructor teach ethical communication as part.of the seminar; and if

so li;vi should it be don4 AlthOugh time constraints must be considered; we

feel it is imperative`that ethital communication somehow be addrested. D0=-

terMining specific content needs to be addressed.

:1-10w does the instructor detide the content of the workshop in terms of

ethiCal commuincation? Should the Mather list specific Slandards? Or'Shall
(4

the instructor challenge the studentS to search for their own personal code?

Johannesen suggests a middle groUnd==that is, do not argue for acceptance of

One ethical perspective. "Rather* we ShOuld survey viewpoint and criteria;

diStUSs key issues; and probe illifiiiinating instancesso that studentt come to

____ -1

make judicious choices among ethital Options in the composition process,"
5

In support of this contention, he list a variety of useful perspectives that

should generate meaningful classroom discussion.
16

As earlier mentioned, the time restrictions of the workshop. combine with

the audience d'elaire to gain practical knowledge to 4ate an atmosphere that

sharpl#Minimizes discuste opportunities. Overcoming both constraints, time

and participant expectation* seems an unmanageable task. MoreOver; the in-

.structor who spends two or three minutes on each perspective:in an effoli to

challenge participants; may be creating a counter-pro*tive situation. Such

a practice may trivialize ethical concerns, by rushing through the material.

10
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leaving participants unable to understand the full implications of the per-

spective.

L

One possible method of teaching ethics require& placing ethics and corn-

munication in a broader'perspective; Instead of separating ethics from the e

communication theoryt the instructor may merge the two by suggesting that

ethical communication achieves _more signifitant goals than audience effect;

Instead; ethical communication may be viewed as a means of ma in ta in ing.a

healthy society, of guaranteeing free speeth; of enhancing political plural=

ism; among other societal goals; The workshop instructor need not detail a

specific ethical standard as an absolute; rather; offer it as one means of

achieving a larger and moi'e significant result:

Wallacess."An Ethical Basis of Communication." offers an effective ve-
,

hicle for integrating communication-ethcs with a broader societal benefit;17;

He equates communication wjth democracy--that understanding the essential values

of democracy allows,one to formulate an ethic of communiCation. By using

Wallace's article; the workshop teacher can Make the ends and mpans of communi-
.

cation an integral combonent of the largeri and generally acceptable; goal.--the_

maintenance of democratic institutions. Wallace's four moralities§ expressed
fp

.

aS-"habits§" could be used ta'l-each effective communication skills in the short

seminar. For exa mple, Wallace's "habit of search," the "art of inquiry and in-
_

igation_respect for scopb and depth of fact and oPinioni" could be used

to teach research skills, information analysis, et cetera. Uri the ,habit Of

justice coUld'be included in a discussion oflogical and emotional proofs*
.

fallacies committed by speakers, and in examinations of argumentconsttuction.

The "habit of preferring public no private motivations" offers a 'good method

for examining the:presentation of inforTtion pnd the practice of revealing

sources of arguments. Wallace's last morality, "the habit of respect for dis=

sent." ought to %glop respect for "diversity of argument and opinion._ Such
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a habit can be tied to effective communication in the case of the speaker who
,.. ., --,

, ..

reflects upon the
!

opposing argument and.Oins the floor through'an equitable

process rather than the emotional; -hottile; and immediate response that ma,Ope

individually fulfilling but not very effective.

By the end of the workshop, the participants perceive ethics and concmni-
-4

cation skills as essential factors in the larger missionof maintaining deMo-

cratic values. Different societal valuescould be expreSsed in.termsof other

ethical perspectives. Whether from aidialogical;.situational; or utilitarian

perspeCtivei the communication instructor can illustrate the interdependence

of ethics and `communication in--achieving a host of societal benefits: By

grounding ethics and communication skills in a broader fralaiwork; the instruc-

tor can overcome the confines of the workshop and address the necessary values

inherent healthy comelunicption

ThtseC nd general, issue of this essay Is what personal ethical concerns

should the instructor have? Of course, the most obvious is whether or notione

intends discusS ethics in the content of the workshop; Beyond that, Fit

ever, ar a number Of other concerns; none of which may ever come to the atten-

tion o the workshop members. The TexasSpeech Communication Association Ad HOt

tee on Applied Communication recently developed a set of ten gu felines

for.organizational communication consultants;
18

While.some of the standards

clearly apply only to eonsulting situations, many of the guidelines merit con-

sideration here: In order to help speech educators address ethical concern;

eight of the guidelines will be adapted to the workshop/public service seminar

lituation. We agree with Johannesen's analysis that professional codes serve

a useful function in fostering ethical behavior.
19

'Two functions seem especi-

ally relevant to the development of a code for workshop instructors. First,

"codes can educate new persons in a Profession?' by "sensitizing them to the

ethical Problems" in their discipline; Second, codes may "stimulate profes-
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sional and public scrutiny" of ethical practices in the field.28 With these;

two goals in mtntr,; we hope the following guideline's generate further discus-

sion of ethical concerns inherent in the communicption workshop.

The first guideline suggests that instructors "fully and honestly disclose

(academic qualification" and workshop experience to workshop participants
21

.

-Group members deserve-a full description of instructor qualifications for two

reasons. First, the practice of disclosure will help protect the seminar stu-

dents from the untrained or. Ancompetent "expert" who hides his/her credentials

behind a cloak of false modesty, Second; full disclosure will help protect the

reputation of tlie.speech communication discipline by clarifying who is, and who

is not, an active professional with respectable credentials.

Second; the instructor "should spersrrvices, objectives...and the pro-

ducts" of the seminar.22 Participants should know, the specific communication

skills and informatid(the educator hopes to provide in the workshop. More

important, the instructor should determine, before the workshop, how best to

adapt the content to the special needs and skills of the particular group.

ThiS guideline may help teachers set reasonable goals that can. be met within

the unique constraints of the seminar. This practice may reduce the pressure

to rely upon generalizations and overstatements _discussed earlier''in the pape

lhird, the speech professional should '"cite sources of any work other than

their own, never claiming any work other than their own; never claiming the.;

work of another as one's own.
.23

By giving credit to otheN for information,

theory; and research findings, the instructor enhances the credibility of the .

discipline by demonstrating the contributions of other_scholars: Mdreover,

the instructor acts as a model for students by illustrating the ethical obli-

gWon of the communicator to present the sources of one's communication ac-

tivity::

1.3
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Fourth; the speech teacher "should act in ways consistent with his/her

professional conscience, refUsing to work for or supporting organizations in-

-volved in illegal or-questionable activities."
24 The consequences of a profes-

sional relationship with such groups include a loss of respect among colleagues

A

and loss of credibility among the general public. Other; potential results are

self-evident; On the other hand, the instructor should avoid a parochial standard

in providing public service workshops. ShoUld the teacher, for example; instruct

a variety of organizations ranging from the extreme left of the political spectrum

to the extreme right? The educator who perceiyes communication skills as a "tool"

may be reluctant to provide information to a grOUO that s/he does not favor; The

teacher, however; who views his/her mission as one of developing ethical communica-

tion skills, shOuld have few concerns about teaching diverse political organiza-

tions. Indeed; the professional may serve the public interest by showing political

extremists that successful communication cannot he divorced from ethical communica-

tion.

Fifth, the workshop should be viewed "as an opportunity to focus" on the

bot-tici6ant's needs; The seminar should not be regarded as "an opportuntty;;;

-25
tO test research questions or new programs." Public service should not be used

as a vehicle for increasing the available number of subjects for a communication

study. In such - cases; it seems -the researcher/teacher has placed him/herself in

a conflict of interest between the disparate needs of the participants and the

necessary research deSign;' Organizations seeking the beSt professional help

available should be told of any underlying motivations related to research in

conducting the worksh60; From our perspective, public service ancLresearchshoUld

be separate4spects of a professional career.

Sixth; instructors "ShOUld reflect understanding and application of speech

connuni cati on theory;
.26 Seminar members should be able to understand how

14
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research findings in communication apply to their communication practice. By

avoiding jargon and technical language in adapting this material: the speech

instructor is better able "to explain in a meaningful way why particular strat-

egies are superior to others."27
1

Seventh; speech instructor's "should maintai=n a current, working understanding

of advanCeS in hit/her areas of expertise."28 Workshop participants, who place

confidence:in professional opinion, deserve the most recent research findings

available. fnstructors should not transmit information that has been substantially

updated; refined; and changed by academic research. As the Texas SCA guidelines

conclude; "Staying current in one's field of expertise is synonymous with the

term 'professional.'"
29

Eighth, the communication instructor "should request and conduct eValUatinS .

of his/her performance" in the workshop.
30 Instructors can use student feedbatk

in assessing the effectiveness of workshop goals, determing any unaddretted issues,

and obtaining suggestions for future seminars. More important, the act of re=

guesting feedback demonstrates the willingness to seek dialogue and criticism that

the speech teacher endorses in the classroom and in the community.

The communication professor comes to the workshop as an "expert" desiring

to help interested members of the community. Whether or not scientists are to

be held accountable for-the uses to which their research is put remains Uri-

resolved; but communication instructors are attempting to apply research and thus

they ought to consider how the audience members will use the knowledge provided in

the workshop; By structuring the seminar in some ethical format, the toachor has

a greater chance_of preventing the abuse and misuse Of communication skills-. Un

tho other hand; the instructor who emphasizes only the "tools" for successful

coinmunication may leaVe the audience believing that the ends of comninication

ji0;tify any ava i lable4 strategy = As history reveals; ends and means 5omOtiiiiOS
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become the measure of Sititietys justice and humanity. As such, the speech

communication professional sh4uld carefully consider the enduring lessons of

his/her research, teaching, and public service activity. If we do not; who

4
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